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Welcome to Advanced Account Control 
 

‘It is not the number of Accounts that affects the manageability of the Dynamics GP Chart of Accounts, 
it is the lack of management and control tools within a GP company and across all related companies.’ 
 

 
Advanced Account Control (AAC) allows Organizations to more effectively manage the Dynamics GP Chart 
of Accounts (COA) by largely removing the Full account number from direct User involvement. Instead, the 
individual Segments are elevated to be the primary method of interaction while a mechanism is provided to 
manage them together, in valid combinations. 
 
The result is that you are able to manage the Main Accounts, Segments and Rules for their use and 
combinations, with the system generating the supporting Full account numbers. You will be able to: 
 
 Create a single new GL ‘Main’ account while the System generates the resulting Full account numbers, 

matching the new GL Account with valid Segment value combinations. 
 Create a new Department while the System generates the resulting Full account numbers, matching 

the new Department Segment value with valid Accounts and other Segments’ values. 
 You can also copy, inactivate and delete GL Accounts or Segment values, with the System affecting 

the resulting Full account numbers. 
 

It is important to understand that Dynamics GP’ existing Account Structure is utilized – this means there is 
no effect on the entry of transactions.  

 
 
‘AAC manages everything up to creating, editing and selecting Full account numbers and nothing after.’  
 

 
This introductory section is divided into the following sections: 
 

 What’s in this manual 
 Symbols, conventions and terminology  
 Additional resources 

 

What’s in this Manual 
 
This manual is designed to give an in-depth understanding of how to use the features of AAC. The 
documentation is divided into the following sections. 
 
Overview and Preparation provides the steps necessary to prepare the environment for implementing 
Advanced Account Control. 
 
Part 1 Installation provides a guide to installing AAC, initial module setup and preparation for getting started  
 
Part 2 Setup explains the set-up of AAC. This section also includes an introduction to the enhancements 
made to existing elements of the Chart of Accounts and the new management layers. User interaction with 
the Full account number is also discussed. 
  
Part 3 Rules, explains the management of the combination of GL Accounts and Segments. You will be 
introduced to the Rules Engine and the Creation Engine. After completing this Section, you will have 
learned how to manage the combinations of GL Account and valid Segment values. 
 
Part 4 Lookups, introduces the Selection Engine and how to perform a lookup up on the Chart of Accounts.  
 
Part 5 Inquiry and Reporting, describes how to inquire and report on the Chart of Accounts. It also explains 
how to review the resulting Accounts, Segments, Rules and Full account numbers for compliance.  
 
Part 6 Maintenance. Describes Customization, Table, Backup and Recovery and Uninstall Information.  
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Symbols and Terminology 
 
This manual assumes the User is familiar with Dynamics GP and its terminology.   
 

Symbol Description
The Information icon indicates helpful information, tips and 
suggestions.

The exclamation icon indicates situations you should be especially 
aware of when completing tasks. 

The error icon indicates situations you should be aware of. Typically 
this will be where functions cannot be performed.

The gear icon indicates points where AAC will begin processing.

The Goto icon indicates the areas where you need to refer to 
additional sections to complete a task.

 
 

Terminology 
 
There are several areas in AAC that extends upon Dynamics GP terminology relating to its GL Account 
Structure. It is important that these are understood as part of this manual. 
 
Full account number – Dynamics GP employs a segmented account structure in which the GL Account 
Number is represented in one Segment and other Segments hold analysis detail – such as Departments, 
Lines of Businesses and Regions. The Full account number is the combination of GL Accounts and 
Segments. 
 
Main Account – also called the ‘natural’ GL account segment. This is the GL Account Number Segment, ie 
a Bank Account. In Dynamics GP Account Format setup, the GL Account Segment is identified as the ‘Main’ 
Segment. 
 
Segments - refers to the other analysis Segments in the GL Account structure. Departments, Lines of 
Business and Regions are examples. 
 
Segment Values - refers to the values in these Segments (ie Department 100, 200, etc). 
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Overview and Preparation 
 
Dynamics GP utilizes a Segmented Account Structure to provide additional analysis within the Chart of 
Accounts. In the Segmented Account Structure, the GL Account number is one Segment while other 
Segments provide additional analysis for such things as Departments, Lines of Business and Regions. The 
combination of the GL Account and Segments creates the Full account number and the potential of vast 
numbers of Accounts. 
 
Advanced Account Control (AAC) focuses on the individual Segments and their valid combination into Full 
account numbers, rather than the Full account number directly. The following illustrates this focus: 
 

 
The primary components of AAC are: 
 
Account Categories – Account Categories now contain Account Ranges and determine default Account 
Attributes for attached Accounts. Accounts are assigned their Account Category and Account Attributes 
based on the Account Range into which they fall. Changes to the Account Category are rolled down to 
attached Accounts. 
 
This is a departure from Dynamics GP where Account Categories provide only basic groupings of Accounts 
and the User is left to select the Account Category for every Full account number. 
 
Segment Categories - Segment Category is a new management layer that provides the link between Main 
Accounts and Segment values. Segment Categories are attached to Account Categories and Main 
Accounts. Segment values are marked ‘Active’ in Segment Categories. Segment Categories therefore 
determine where a Segment value can be used in the Chart of Accounts. 
 
Main Accounts – the Main Account is a new layer. 
It allows the GL Accounts to be managed 
independent of their Full account numbers. 
Changes to the Main Account are rolled down to 
their Full account numbers. 

 
Segments – Segment values can now be created 
ahead of time, in preparation of being made 
available to the Chart of Accounts. Once 
created, Segment values are marked ‘Active’ in 
order to be available for use. 

 
Rules – Rules is a new control layer establishing the rules for valid Main Account and Segment value 
combinations. It also provides the mechanism that combines Main Accounts and Segment values together 
into valid Full account numbers. 
 

 
 
 

Financial Categories
Determines Account attributes &

Segment Categories
Segment values

Rules engine for resulting valid combinations

 (  Full Account Numbers  )

Selection focuses on individual Segments. The ‘selection engine’ restricts Segment values to those that can be used in 
combination, and provides a restricting list of Full Account Numbers.

Main Accounts
Segment Category Maintenance
Determines active Segment values

AAC-M

AAC-R

AAC-L
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The (new) importance of Account Categories 
 
The AAC Account Categories manage the major setup decisions for new Accounts. Account Categories 
now contain Account Ranges that determine the Accounts assigned and their default Account Attributes. 
Changes to the Account Category roll down to attached Accounts. Account Categories also provide the 
default Segment Category for new and attached Main Accounts. 
 
Your Company’s Account Categories may need to be reworked to take advantage of the consistency and 
control offered by AAC. The design of Account Categories has the following considerations: 
 

 The logical grouping of GL Accounts – such as by the sections of your detailed financials 
 The similarity in GL Account Attributes (typical balance, posting detail, display in lookups) 
 The similarity in use of Segment values and combination of values among GL Accounts 

 
It is very possible that a logical grouping of accounts, sharing the same Account Attributes, may need to 
be split into 2 Account Categories because the use of Segment values differs. 
 
Careful attention should be made to reading the ‘How to begin’ Section of Account Categories and working 
each of the key functionalities into the new Account Category structure. The benefit is that once done, your 
Account Categories will automatically reflect the major setup decisions for new Accounts according to your 
Rules. 
 

 
The importance of Segment Categories 
 
Segment Categories determine the Segment values available to Account Categories and Main Accounts.  
 
The number and design of Segment Categories has the following considerations: 
 

 The Account Categories and the Main Accounts you intend to attach it to 
 The Segment values you will be marking ‘Active’ 
 A single Segment Category can be attached to several Account Categories and Main Accounts 

 
Segment Categories are often attached to multiple Account Categories and the power of this should not 
be underestimated – it allows new Segment Values to be quickly and consistently made available across 
the COA. 
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Implementing Advanced Account Control 
 
The AAC Manual is designed to step you through the setup involved in installing, registering and configuring 
AAC. 
 
The following information should be gathered and considered before installing AAC. 
 

 List of Account Categories. (ReportsFinancialSetupAccount Category) 
 List of GL Account Numbers. (ReportsFinancialAccountCategory) 
 Lists of the Segments and Segment values. (ReportsFinancialSetupAccount Segments) 

 
 

Existing Dynamics GP installs 
AAC is designed to easily fit into existing installs.  
 
Utilities are provided to correctly and completely “re-engineer“ the AAC tables and Rules from the existing 
Full account numbers.  
 
Why? Because every Client is already attempting to maintain control, we can build on this to allow them to 
rapidly deploy.  
 
Once implemented, AAC can be used to identify issues and maintain control. 
 

New Dynamics GP installs 
AAC works equally well with new installs.  
 
AAC recognizes that Implementers have built experience, methodologies and perhaps tools to import Chart 
of Accounts, etc. Instead of viewing AAC as a new methodology, those happy with their existing 
integrations/imports, should use AAC to augment the finishing steps.  
 
Import your Charts of Accounts as normal and then run the above described Utilities to ‘re-engineer’ the 
AAC tables and Rules.  
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Advanced Account Control Impact on Dynamics GP 
 
This User Manual explains how AAC will help improve GL Account creation, consistency and control. 
 

Impact on Dynamics GP 
 
AAC minimizes the use of Alternate Windows and has no Alternate Reports. 
Alternate Windows are used when AAC needs to enhance functionality and/or ensure Account Control. 
 
Alternate Windows: 
Dynamics GP Windows  Advanced Account Control Alternate Windows 
Account Category    AAC Account Category – Account ranges, insert and roll down defaults. 
Segment Setup  AAC Segment Setup – view in scrolling List, mark as Active. 
Account Maintenance  AAC Account Maintenance – Rules are enforced. 
Account Lookup  AAC Lookup – lookup and restrict by Segments. 
Mass Modify  AAC Mass Modify – restrict by Segments, rollout by Rules, Preview. 
 
Alternate Reports: 
None. 
 
 
AAC stops at the Full account number. AAC improves the accuracy of Account creation, maintenance and 
lookup, but the Full account number itself and its selection and use is unaffected thereafter. 

 
Impact on the Account Manager (the person who manages the COA) 
AAC brings GL Account control to the GP Chart of Accounts by improving management control Windows: 

 
AAC enhances Account Creation. AAC provides Management windows that allow the Segmented Account 
structure to be managed in its components: Main Accounts, Segments and their combination into the Full 
account number. 
 

 Defaults are set by Account Ranges (Categories) 
 Rules are created to establish what Segment values can be used together and with what Main 

Accounts 
 Functionality is provided to preview and roll out these combinations 

 
Impact on Users 
Users are provided a new GL Account Lookup window that greatly improves User experience – accuracy 
and speed. Account Lookup’s are now by individual Segments. Selecting one Segment will restrict other 
Segments to those values that can be used in valid combination according to the Rules. 
 
The Segment selection also restricts a scrolling list of the Full account numbers. The Account is selected in 
the standard GP convention of double clicking or highlighting and clicking ‘Select’. 
 
New Maintenance Windows: 
  No new User Windows. 
 
Alternate Windows: 
Dynamics GP Windows  Advanced Account Control Alternate Windows 
Account Lookup  AAC Lookup – lookup and restrict by Segments. 
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Advanced Account Control Restrictions to Dynamics GP 
  
‘With control comes restrictions.’ 
 
AAC will not allow an Account to be set up that contravenes the Rules. As a result, a User cannot create a 
GL Full account number that uses incorrect Segment Values or combination of Values. 
 
When creating a new Account:  

1. Attributes: AAC supplies the Account Attributes (Account Category, Posting Type, Typical Balance, 
etc) based on the AAC Account Category the new GL Account Number falls within. 

 
2. Segment values: AAC validates the Segment values are Active and able to be used together. If the 

User attempts to use a Segment value that is not active with the Main Account entered or not setup 
to be used in conjunction with other Segment values entered, AAC will present an error message: 

 
If the User feels the Account is correct or is needed, they should consult with their Manager (or the person 
in charge of Account creation). If correct, the new Rule can be created by the Manager, if incorrect, the 
Manager can explain why. 
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Installation 
 
This chapter describes how to install Advanced Account Control (AAC). 
 
AAC can be installed equally well with new installs and existing installs. In fact, installing AAC in an existing 
Dynamics GP install can be simplified and automated to the point where minimal manual intervention is 
required. 
 
Part One has been separated into the following Sections: 

 Installation checklist 
 Installing AAC 
 Registration 
 Setup  
 Utilities 

 

Installation Checklist 
 

 AAC Install Program. AAC is installed as a chunk into Dynamics GP 
 Collect Registration Keys 
 AAC has no specific Hardware, Operating System, SQL or Backup requirements* 

 
* Beyond those of Dynamics GP 

 
The following information should be gathered and considered before installing Advanced Account Control. 
 

 List of Account Categories. (ReportsFinancialSetupAccount Category) 
 List of GL Account Numbers. (ReportsFinancialAccountCategory) 
 Lists of the Segments and Segment values. (ReportsFinancialSetupAccount Segments) 

 
 

Installing Advanced Account Control 
 
1. Do a complete Backup of your Dynamics GP install, including all Company databases. 

2. Exit GP on the workstation. 

3. Copy the AAC chunk file into the GP Dynamics folder. 

4. Re-launch Dynamics GP and choose ‘Yes’ to include new code. 

 
 

 

5. Repeat steps 2 – 4 for each workstation. 

6. Log into the Company you wish to use with AAC. 
 

Part One 
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Creating Advanced Account Control Tables 
 
Once you have completed the installation of AAC, SQL components will be initialized in the DYNAMICS 
and COMPANY databases:  
 

After installing AAC (previous Section),  
 

1. Login to Dynamics GP as either ‘sa’ or ‘dynsa’. 

2. Login to each Company.  
Logging in to each Company as ‘sa’ or ‘dynsa’ will have AAC automatically create the AAC tables in 
that Company. System Tables are automatically created when logging in to the first Company.  

 
3. Once completed, you are ready to Grant Security and to move to AAC Registration and Setup.  

 
Granting Security to AAC 
 
Once you have completed the installation and initialization, you must grant access to the AAC Windows. 
 
1. Alternate Windows and Reports are granted special Access Rights: 

(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupSystemAlternate/Modified Windows and Reports) 

 
2. Select the ID, Product: as Advanced Accounts Type as Windows. As shown above. 

3. Expand Financial, expand each list Window and Check the respective 'Advanced Accounts' Radio 
button for each of the above. 
NOTE: The AAC 'Accounts' Lookup Window may not appear. Why? Smartlist provides an Alternate 
Accounts Lookup Window. 'Alternate/Modified Forms and Reports' will not display Windows that 
have been granted to another Alternate Window. You will need to first remove Access to the 
Smartlist Alternate, Save, then return to Setup 2. where 'Accounts' will now display.  

  
Refer to the Microsoft Dynamics GP Manuals for instructions on setting Security for Alternate Forms and 
Reports. 

 
Alternate Financial Windows: 
Users should always grant access to the Alternate Windows, particularly those Users that will be 
interacting with the Chart of Accounts. The following are Lookup Windows typically made available to all 
Users making transactions. 

 Accounts and Intercompany Accounts  (GL Account Lookup windows) 
 Segments     (Segment Lookup window) 
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Register Advanced Account Control 
 
A Registration Key is required to use AAC in a live company 
A Registration Key is not necessary for GP’s test company, Fabrikam, Inc. 
 
1. Log into Microsoft Business Solutions Dynamics GP as ‘sa’. 

2. Add the Registration window to your Shortcuts bar.  

3. Open the AAC Registration Window and enter the AAC Registration Key provided at the time of 
purchase. 
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Advanced Account Control Setup 

 
1. Open the AAC Setup window. 

(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupFinancialAACAAC Setup Options) 
 

Recommended settings are shown. 
 
2. Enable Rules. Rules refer to whether 2 segment values, in different segments, can be used together. 

Left unchecked, account creation and account lookup’s are based only on whether the segment values 
are active or not. Checking adds a further criteria – which segment values can be used together. Once 
enabled, Rules must be created allowing segment values combinations. AAC will only allow accounts 
to be created that have valid segment values combinations. 

 
Most companies want this additional level of control. Here’s a simple example: 
 
Active Values: Segment 2  Segment 3    

100 – Car  030 - Roads 
200 – Bicycle  040 - Paths 

  
Without Rules: Any combination is allowed 

 
With Rules:   100 can be used with 030 only 

   200 can be used with 030 and 040  
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3. Enable Full Account Description Building. This setting automates the creation of the Full Account 
Description as the concatenation of the account and segment value descriptions.  
 
Unchecked:  Only the main account’s description is used when creating a full account. The full 

account description can be further edited by a User.  
 
Checked: The full account description is automatically created when creating a full account 

number. It is created according to the settings of ‘Full Account Building’. 
 
 

4. Updated by Segment Description Changes. This setting automates the updating of the full account 
description when a segment value description is edited. 
 
Unchecked:  Segment value description changes do not affect existing full accounts. 
 
Checked: Segment value description changes update all full account descriptions that use the 

respective segment value, according to the settings of ‘Full Account Building’. 
 
Together, these 2 setting create a high level of automation BUT remove the ability for Users to edit an 
account’s description (or the need to). This is because full account descriptions are ‘continually’ 
updating to reflect the changes to main account and segment descriptions 
 
 

5. Use Segment Category Segment Value Descriptions. This option allows a segment value to have 
more than one description, one for each Segment Category and are edited in each Segment Category.  
 
Unchecked:  Most typical use by far Segment values each have a single description, 
 
Checked: Only used if segment value has different meanings based on where it is used. Once 

enabled, changes to a segment value description no longer update the Segment 
Categories’ segment value description. Changes must be made manually to each. 

 
If enabled, the ‘Full Account Building’ will use the Segment Category’s segment value description and 
otherwise work the same as noted in the above 4 & 5 explanations. The Segment Category is 
determined according to the Segment Category attached to the main account, which defaults from the 
Account Category. 

 
6. Create Accounts ‘on-the-fly’. AAC automates the creation of full account numbers – setup, the 

description, which account and segment values can be used together in valid combination. So why 
create the full accounts before you need them?  
The AAC Account Lookup window allows you to select the main account and segment values that it 
can use in valid combination. If the full account doesn’t exist, a ‘New Account’ button will create the 
full account as noted below. 
 
Unchecked:  the ‘New Account’ button on the AAC Lookup window opens the Account 

Maintenance window with the full account fully setup, including description. The User 
only has to click ‘Save’. 

 Users must therefore have Access to Account Maintenance to create accounts. 
 
Checked: the ‘New Account’ button will create the full account completely and refresh the 

Lookup window with the newly created value appearing ready for selection. 
Any User can create a full account (AAC is actually creating it). 
Full accounts are created according to the Rules and fully setup according to its main 
accounts. Only valid accounts can be created. 
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7. Lock GL Account Maintenance. This setting makes all the fields on account maintenance un-editable 
unless you have the password. This is to ensure that a User does not edit the default settings created 
by AAC. This ensures accounts are accurate and settings controlled centrally.  
 
Unchecked:  The fields are editable. Changes made to the main account’s setup will roll down and 

overwrite full account settings. 
 
Checked: The fields are locked down and the maintenance of full accounts is controlled 

centrally and automatically. 
 
So what is the difference between ‘on-the-fly’ and not, if you can’t edit the full account number in either 
case? Answer: Security. 
 
‘on-the-fly’  allows any user to create a full account number (and why not if only valid, properly 

setup accounts can be created?) 
 
 

8. Enable Company Active Segment Values. Allows a segment value to be marked Active or Inactive in 
a Child Company. Company Active Segment Value functionality allows a centralized list of segment 
values with the control over which companies have access to them.  
 
Unchecked:  Segment values are active and available to all Child companies. Creating a new 

Parent segment value makes it available and active in the Child companies. 
 
Checked: Segment values must be marked Active in each Child Company to be available. 
 
 

9. Enable User Account Access. A simple method to restrict User access to specific accounts. It simply 
uses the existing Account Maintenance ‘Allow Account Entry’ checkbox. Accounts with ‘Allow Account 
Entry’ unchecked can have Users added as exceptions. These User WILL be able to use these 
accounts (Investment accountants and Investment Accounts is a common example  
 
Unchecked:  Functionality is disabled. 
 
Checked: Functionality is enabled. ‘Allow Account Entry’ Users can be added to account 

category setup or main accounts with ‘Allow Account Entry’ disabled. This only allows 
entry in GL Transaction entry. 

 
 
10. Update Account Descriptions. This can be run once AAC is fully implemented and the ‘Full Account 

Description Building’ options selected. AAC Replication must be setup for updating across companies. 
 
Clicking this button will update all full account number descriptions and therefore should ONLY be run 
once the AAC implementation is complete – all other steps in this Manual should be completed first. 
Backing-up the company is recommended also the first time you run this. 
 
 

11. Full Account Description Building 
Description Separator Enter the character you would like to use to separate the descriptions AAC 

defaults to “_” because many accounts use ‘-‘ in their descriptions, “_” 
makes segment description separation clear. 

 
Maintain Main Account Description Length. AAC uses the same algorithm as GP to truncate individual 
segment value descriptions to fit within the 50 character maximum. Checking this excludes the Main 
Account from truncation, which often has critical descriptions that should not be truncated. 
 
1,2,3,4 2 is typical, as it will use the segment value’s description. This decision is made on a 

Segment-by-Segment basis. 
 
50 character maximum Full Account descriptions 

 Keep Main Account and Segment value descriptions brief! 
 Use common acronyms! 
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Advanced Account Control Utilities 
 
These Utilities provide powerful functionality. After running these Utilities AAC will be fully operational. 
Moreover, running these Utilities will immediately initialize the management control power of Advanced 
Account Control while also ensuring Users are able to continue operating. Users will immediately be 
benefiting from improved Account Lookup’s and the Financial Controller will have immediately gained 
Account Rule control.  
 
How? The company’s existing Chart of Accounts is used to populate most required tables. AAC can also 
use existing Full account numbers to ‘reverse engineer’ Rules. Why? Because the Company will already 
be attempting to manually manage their Chart of Accounts.  
 
1. Backup the Company database before proceeding. 

 
2. Open the Advanced Account Control Utilities window. 

(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupFinancialAACAAC Setup Utilities) 
 

 
 
Read about all Steps before proceeding.  
Follow each Step and its recommendations before proceeding to the next step.  
Steps 1 to 4 should be completed first.  
Steps 5 to 8 only after following recommendations. 
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3. Running button 1 through 4: 
 
These Setup Utilities should only be run once for each company, during initial setup. Rerunning the 
buttons labeled ‘Create’ will drop and regenerate tables – and will cause information manually 
entered into the respective windows to be lost. 

 
 

1. Verify Account Format Setup.  
This step opens the Dynamics GP Account Format Setup window. Ensure each Segment is given a 
proper description. The GL Account Segment must be marked as the ‘Main Segment ID’. Verifying the 
Company’s Account Format is important because AAC provides more interaction with the Segments. 

 
 

2. Create AAC Segment Master from Dynamics GP Segment Master. 
This next step populates AAC Segment Master from Dynamics GP Segment Master. AAC maintains 
its own Segment Master table because it allows you to create Segment values before they are used 
in Full account numbers, Dynamics GP does not. It is important that you always use the AAC Segment 
Setup window to enter and update Segment values and descriptions. AAC will keep the 2 tables in 
sync. 
 
AAC provides much more interaction with Segment values and their descriptions. Once you run this 
step, it is strongly recommended that you update any Segment values that are missing descriptions. 
 
Refer to Part 2. Chapter 1, Segment Setup, on how to update Segment value descriptions.  
 
 
3. Create AAC Account Master from GL Account Master. 
This step populates the AAC Main Account Table by pulling each unique GL Account Number from 
the Full account numbers. The Main Account’s Account Attributes are pulled from the Main Account’s 
first Full account number. 
 
 
4. Setup Account Categories. 
This step opens the AAC Account Category Setup window. Careful consideration of the Account 
Categories needs to be completed. You also have the opportunity to attach Segment Categories to 
your  Account Categories. 
 
Refer to Part 2. Chapter 2, Account Categories, on how to setup Account Categories.  

 
It is strongly recommended that Steps 1 to 4 be completed BEFORE running the following Steps.  
 
Why? Rules can be Segment Categories Rules or Account-level Rules. Both are initially populated 
based on the Full account numbers. Segment Categories are attached to Account Categories and can 
therefore provide Rules for many Accounts. Spending the time to setup accurate Financial Categories 
and Segment Categories will provide this Category control. This is particularly important as new 
Accounts are created, which will adopt the Account Category’s Segment Category Rules. 
 
Why? Segment Categories, when created, copy the Segment values and descriptions to its own 
Segment value description table. If you leave the Segment value blank when you create Segment 
Categories, you will need to update the description in the Segment Categories as well. 
 
 
Refer to Part 2. Chapter 1, Segment Category Setup, on how to setup Segment Categories.  
Segment Categories are used to determine where Segment values can be used within the Chart of 
Accounts. Segment values are marked Active by Segment Category; Segment Categories are 
attached Account Categories and Main Accounts. 
 

 
4. Open the AAC Account Category Setup window and do a Roll Down. This will move all Main Accounts 

and Full account numbers into their correct Account Category (and set their Attributes to conform to 
their Account Category’s). 
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5. Running button 5 through 8: 
 
5. Create Segment Categories from Account Categories/Accounts. 
 
This is a powerful tool that activates Segment values in Segment Categories based on Segment 
values used in the Full account numbers. This allows you to create the Segment Category ID and 
Description and use this tool to ‘Activate’ its Segment values automatically. 
 
Segment Categories can be, and often should be, attached to multiple Account Categories. It is 
recommended that you create Segment Categories that reflect which Segment values are to be used. 
A single Segment Category can then be attached to several Account Categories, managing all their 
Segment values. 
 
This Utility accomplishes 2 functions: 
1) Looks at the Account Categories. For any Account Category with no Segment Category attached, 
AAC will add a Segment Category ID by creating a Segment Category ID with an ID the same as its 
Account Category’s.  
 
2) Once it ensures each Account Category has a Segment Category ID attached, AAC will use the 
first Main Account Number in each Segment Category to determine which Segment values should be 
active. It does this by matching the Segment values used in the Main Account’s Full account numbers 
(hence the importance of completing Segment Category setup first). 
 
 
6. Create Segment Category Rules from existing GL Accounts. 
This is a powerful tool that creates Rules for each Segment Category, based on the attached Main 
Accounts. How? It uses the Segment Category’s first Main Account’s existing Full account numbers 
to build the Segment Category Rules by matching the Segment value combinations (hence the 
importance of completing Account Category setup first). What it does:  

 
7. Create Account Rules from existing GL Accounts. 
Account Rules are created for each Main Account, based on the Segment value combinations of its 
Full account numbers. 
 
Refer to Part 3, Chapter 1, Rules to view the created Rules. 
 
 
8. Remove redundant Account Rules. 
A Second pass is made through the Rules table, comparing the Main Account’s Rules against its 
Segment Category’s Rules. If the Rules are identical, the Account Rules are removed.  
This can be run multiple times and is useful to improve performance by reducing the number of Rules; 
it also allows the Account to ‘inherit’ the Rule changes to its Segment Category. 

 
  

9. Create Main Account Currency Master from Account Currency Master. 
This step populates the AAC Main Account Currency Table by copying the Main Account’s first Full 
account number’s Currency and revaluation settings. 

 
 
Completing these steps provides Advanced Account Control enough setup information to function. 
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Setup 
 
In order to manage the Chart of Accounts, you must first setup and manage its components. 
 
This part of the documentation explains how to setup the components and the management layers of 
Advanced Account Control. 
 
Chapter 1, Segments and Segment Categories, provides information on setting up Segment values and 
Segment Categories. 
 
Chapter 2, Main Accounts and Account Categories, provides information on setting up Main Accounts and 
Account Categories.  
 
 

 

Part Two 
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Segment values and Segment Categories  
 
AAC has enhanced Segment Setup and introduced a new layer called Segment Category in order to 
provide GL Segment management. 
 
Chapter 1 is divided into: 

 Segment values 
 Segment Categories 

 

Segment Value Setup 
  
AAC allows segment values to be created in advance of their use in the Chart of Accounts. Segment values 
are marked ‘Active’ when they are ready to be used. (With Dynamics GP, segment values are only created 
when a full account is created, with no verification that the value entered is valid or a typo.) 
 
Segment Setup is divided into: 

 Creating Segment values 
 Updating Segment values 
 Inactivating Segment values 
 Deleting Segment values 
 Inquiring Segment values 
 Printing Segment values 

 

  

Chapter 
One 
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Creating Segment Values 
 
1. Open the AAC Segment Setup window. 

(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupFinancialAACAAC Account Segment Setup) 
 

 
2. Select a Segment ID from the drop down list. The Main Account segment is not included in the list, as 

it has its own window ‘Main Account Maintenance’.  
 
3. Enter a segment value and description. New values can be inserted by selecting ‘Insert Row’ from the 

Edit menu. For existing installs, enter a description for any values missing one. 
 
4. Mark the segment value as ‘Active’ if you want it available for use in Segment Categories. 

 
Segment values are made available to the COA through the Segment Categories.  

 
5. QUICK TIP. You can also activate the use of a Segment value in Segment Categories from this 

window: Select the Segment value, then click the ‘Segment Category’ expansion button. Mark the 
segment value Active against only the ones it is be used with. 

 
See following Section Segment Category expansion for details.  
 

6. If ‘Enable Company Active Segment Values’ is enabled (AAC Setup option) 
QUICK TIP. You can also activate the use of the Segment values in Child companies from this 
window: Select the segment value, then click the ‘Active in Company’ expansion button. This will 
display all Child companies. Mark ‘Active’ for those companies that will be using it. 

  
See following Section Active in Company expansion for details. 
 

 
7.  Repeat Steps 2 to 6 for each segment value created (typical use). Or, if preferred, repeat steps 2 to 

4 and proceed with the following (sometimes used at initial Setup or ‘in bulk’ if preferred): 
 
The Segment value is ready to be added to Segment Categories, in preparation for being 
made available to the Chart of Accounts. Go To: Chapter 2, Segment Categories. 
 

Indicates that the 
Segment value is not 
active in all companies

50 character max for Full account description 
 
Keep Segment descriptions short so they will 
concatenate nicely together with the Main 
Account into the Full account description 
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Segment Category Expansion 
 
From Account Segment Setup 
(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupFinancialAACAAC Account Segment Setup) 

 
1. Select a Segment ID 
2. Select a segment value 
3. Click the Segment Category expansion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The scrolling window lists the Segment Categories that the segment  
value can be marked Active in. In this case, we can see that  
Segment 3: Product 101 can only be used with 6 of the 14 
  
(Refer to Segment Category Setup: Segment Use Parameters for  
an explanation on controlling when a Segment can be used.) 

 
 
Marking a Segment Active in a Segment Category 
Options for marking a segment value active: 
 

1. Manually  
 Mark the segment value Active beside each Segment Category that it should be Active in  
 Click ‘OK’ when done. 

 
AAC SETUP If ‘Enable Rules’  
 If Enabled:  You must now Create Rules (which other segments it can be used with in valid 

combination) for the segment value in each Segment Category. 
 If Not:  The segment value is available for use in full account numbers. 

 
2. ‘Copy Existing’ an existing segment value’s setup AND Rules can be copied (!). 

 Enter the segment value to be copied in ‘Copy Access From Segment Value’ 
 Select to copy ‘Access and Rules’ or ‘Access only‘  
 Click ‘Copy’ and ‘OK’ to dialog saying Copy complete 
 Click ‘Ok’ 
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Marking a Segment inactive in a Segment Category 
 

1. Uncheck the Active checkbox beside each Segment Category that it is no longer to be Active in.   

The following dialogs open: 

o .. If Full account numbers exist for the Segment value in the selected Segment Category: 

THEN 

o .. If the Segment value has existing Rules for in the selected Segment Category: 

 

o NOTE: the dialogs only open if the Segment value either has full accounts or Rules; if it doesn’t, 
the dialog(s) will not open.  
 

o Click ‘Yes’ to continue; clicking ‘No’ undoes the change and leaves the Segment value Active in 
the Segment Category. 
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Active in Company Expansion 
 
From Account Segment Setup 
(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupFinancialAACAAC Account Segment Setup) 

 
1. Select a Segment ID 
2. Select a segment value 
3. Click the Active in Company expansion 

 
 
Marking a Segment Active 
1. Click the segment value Active beside each Child company that it should be Active in  
2. Click ‘OK’ when done. 
 
 

Updating Segment Values 
1. Open the AAC Segment Setup window. 

(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupFinancialAACAAC Account Segment Setup) 
 

2. Select a Segment ID from the drop down list. The Main Account Segment is not included in the list.  
 
3. Select a segment value and edit its description or mark the segment value as ‘Active’ if you want it 

available for use in the Chart of Accounts.  
 
AAC SETUP If ‘Updated by Segment Description Changes’ is enabled (AAC Setup)  
 Full account numbers with this segment value will be updated with the description change* 

* AAC SETUP If ‘Use Segment Category Segment Value Descriptions’ is enabled (AAC Setup) 
 Full account number descriptions are not affected by segment description changes 

 
4. A Segment value can also be marked Active in relevant Segment Categories, using the Segment 

Category Expansion window (typical) or Segment Category Setup. 
Refer to either the above Segment Category expansion or Part 2. Chapter 2, Segment Categories, Adding 
Segment values for more information. 
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Inactivating Segment Values 
 

1. Open the AAC Segment Setup window. 
(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupFinancialAACAAC Account Segment Setup) 
 
2. Select a Segment ID from the drop down list.  
 
3. Uncheck the Segment value’s Active checkbox. The following window opens: 

 

The following dialogs open: 

o .. If Full account numbers exist for the Segment value: 

THEN 

o .. If the Segment value is active in any Segment Categories or has existing Rules: 

 

NOTE: the dialogs only open if the Segment value either has full accounts or is Active in any Segment 
Categories and/or Rules; if it doesn’t, the dialog(s) will not open.  

 

1. Click ‘Yes’ to continue; clicking ‘No’ undoes the change and leaves the Segment value Active. 
 

 
Deleting Segment Values 
 
A segment value cannot be deleted if used in a full account number. Any full account numbers must be 
deleted first and cannot be if they have been posted to. (Refer to GP manuals on how and when an account 
can be deleted). Instead, the segment value can be inactivated which Inactivates any full account numbers 
that it is present. 
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Inquiring on Segment Values 
 
The AAC Segment Setup window provides excellent Inquiry and Setup functions on which Segment values 
are used in combination with Rules and Full account numbers.  
You can:  
 View what Segment values are used in combination in both Rules and Full account numbers. 
 View the Full account numbers that exist between the selected Segment value and another. 
 Begin to create the Rules for the combination of the selected Segment value and another. 
 Begin to create the Full account numbers that support existing, but not used, Rules for the 

combination of the selected Segment value and another. 
 
1. Open the AAC Segment Setup window. 

(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupFinancialAACAAC Account Segment Setup) 
 

 

 
 

2. Select a Segment ID from the drop down list. 
 
3. Select a Segment value from the scrolling list. 
 
4. Select a ‘Used With’ Segment ID. 
 
5. Select a ‘Show’ restriction, if desired 
 
6. Double-click a Segment value: 

If E (Accounts Exist) = Y, then the AAC Account Listing window will open displaying the results. 
 

 
Printing 
 
1. To print a Segment value listing, click the print button on the upper right hand of the Segment Setup 

window. Alternatively, print the Segment report from ReportsFinancialSetupSegments. 

In Use Only = displays only 
combinations that exist in full 
account numbers. 
 
Rules Exist Only = displays only 
combinations that exist in Rules. 

 

E = combination exists in the 
Chart of Accounts 
 
Y=Yes 
N=No 
 
R =Combination exists in Rules 
A=Yes, Account-level Rule 
S=Yes. Segment Category Rule 
N=No 
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Segment Category Setup 
 
Segment Categories are a new management layer that provides a link between Segment values and Main 
Accounts. Segment values are available to the Chart of Accounts through Segment Categories. 
 
Once Segment values have been created, Segment Category Setup determines which Segment values 
are Active in its Category. Segment Categories are attached to Account Categories and the Main Account 
Numbers. 
 

 
 
Segment Category Setup is divided into: 

 Segment Usage Parameters 
 Creating Segment Categories 
 Activating Segment Values in the Segment Category 
 Inactivating Segment values in the Segment Category 
 Deleting Segment Categories 
 Printing  

 

Segment Usage Parameters 

Segment Usage Parameters provide both a visual indicator on what segments and segment values are 
used and a control on which segment values are valid. Click each Segment’s square to cycle through the 
options noted below. 

 

 
 

 Main Account segment 
 Required. Segment values are required, 0’s are not permitted 
 Optional. Segment values or 0’s are valid 
 0’s only, Segment values are not permitted  
 Segment is not in use in this company 

 
Where they are found and use:  
 

Segment Category Setup  Setup window; determines what segment values are permitted 
 Visual indicator on use, clicking a segment displays its active segment values 

Segment SetupSegment 
Category expansion 

 Restricts which Segment Categories display (defaults to only permitted) 
 Restricts which segment values can be marked active per Segment Category 
 Visual indicator on use, clicking a segment displays its active segment values 

Account Category Setup  Visual indicator on use, clicking a segment displays its active segment values 

Main Account Maintenance  Visual indicator on use, clicking a segment displays its active segment values 
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Creating Segment Categories 
 
Segment Category is a required field on Account Category Setup and Main Account Maintenance. 
 
Attention is necessary to create Segment Categories that reflect how segment values are to be used across 
the account categories. The benefit is that a single Segment Category can be created and attached to 
several Account Categories. Adding a segment value to the Segment Category makes it uniformly 
available to the Account Categories using that Segment Category. 
 
1. Open the Segment Category Setup window 

(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupFinancialAACAAC Segment Category Setup) 

 
 
 
 
 
2. Enter a Segment Category ID and click ‘Yes’ to the dialog. 
3. Enter a Segment description. 
4. Set the Segment Usage Parameter: 

 
Existing  Segment Categories (including AAC Utilities created) cues reflects Active segment values. 
New  Segment Categories must be manually set 

 To change parameter, click the  icon to unlock ( ) 

 Click each segment, which shuffles through the visual cues:       repeat 

 Once each segment has be set as required click the  to lock ( ) 
 The visual cue will now enforce these settings for new values 

 
Updating the visual cue 

Visual cues must be manually updated after initial setup 

Ie if the visual cue is  and you inactivate 0’s, the visual cue will not change to . Why? The visual cue 
reflects what is allowed, not necessary in use. 
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 Activating Segment Values in the Segment Category 
 

Only Segment values marked ‘Active’ in Segment Categories can be used in the Chart of Accounts. 
 
1. Open the Segment Category Setup window. 

(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupFinancialAACAAC Segment Category Setup) 
 
2. Select the Segment Category ID. 
 
3. Select a Segment ID from the drop down list. The Main Account Segment is not included in the list.  
 
4. Review the list of the Segment’s values and click Active for the ones that should be available for use 

with the Account Categories / Main Accounts for which Segment Category is to be attached to.  

 The Segment Category’s visual cue will limit whether segment values or 0’s can be used. 
 
5. Update the Segment value’s description used with the Segment Category, if appropriate*. 

The Segment value’s description defaults from Segment Setup. This can be overridden in AAC 
Setup – ‘Use Segment Category Segment Value Descriptions’. This allows the same segment 
value to have a different description for each Segment Category (not common). 

* AAC SETUP If ‘Use Segment Category Segment Value Descriptions’ is enabled (AAC Setup) 
AND 
AAC SETUP If ‘Updated by Segment Description Changes’ is enabled (AAC Setup)  
 Full account numbers with main accounts with this Segment Category and segment value will 
be updated with the description change. 

 
6. Repeat Steps 3 to 5 for each Segment ID to determine the Active segment values in the selected 

Segment Category. 
 
7. Repeat steps 2 to 6 to update all Segment Categories.  

 
8. Next step: 

 
Rules enabled 

AAC SETUP If ‘Enable Rules’ is enabled (AAC Setup) 
The segment values are now ready to be added to Rules for valid combination with other segment 
values. 
Go To: Part 3. Rules. 
 
Rules disabled 

AAC SETUP If ‘Enable Rules’ is disabled (AAC Setup) 
The Segment values are now ready to be used in the Chart of Accounts. 
 
 
Creating Accounts with these Segment values 
 
AAC SETUP If ‘Create Accounts ‘on-the-fly’ is enabled 
Go To: Part 4. AAC Account Look-up. ‘New Accounts – on-the-fly’. 
 
AAC SETUP If ‘Create Accounts ‘on-the-fly’ is disabled 
Go To: Part 3. Chapter 2, AAC Mass Modify. Or create one-at-a-time using Account Maintenance. 
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Inactivating Segment Values in the Segment Category 
 
1. Open the Segment Category Setup window. 

(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupFinancialAACAAC Segment Category Setup) 
 
2. Select the Segment Category ID.  

 
3. Uncheck the Segment value’s Active checkbox. The following dialogs open: 

o .. If Full account numbers exist for the Segment value: 

THEN 

o .. If the Segment value has existing Rules for the Segment Category: 

NOTE: the dialogs only open if the Segment value either has full accounts or has Rules for the 
Segment Category; if it doesn’t, the dialog(s) will not open.  

 

2. Click ‘Yes’ to continue; clicking ‘No’ undoes the change and leaves the Segment value Active. 
 

 
 

Deleting Segment Categories 
 
1. Determine if the Segment Category is attached to any Account Categories or Main Accounts. Replace 

it where necessary. 
 

To be deleted, a Segment Category cannot be attached to any Account Categories or Main Accounts.  
 
2. Open the Segment Category Setup window. 

(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupFinancialAACAAC Segment Category Setup) 
 
3. Select the Segment Category ID. 
 
4. Click ‘Delete’.  
 
5. If the Segment Category has Segment Rules attached to it, you will receive a final dialog to confirm 

that the Rules will also be deleted.  Deleting a Segment Category ID also deletes its Rules.  

 
 
Printing 
 
1. Open the Segment Category Setup window. 

(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupFinancialAACAAC Segment Category Setup) 
 
2. To print the Segment Category report, click the print button on the upper right hand of the Segment 

Category window.  
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Account Categories and Main Accounts 
 
AAC has enhanced Dynamics GP Account Category and introduced a new layer called the Main Account 
in order improve GL Account management. 
 
Chapter 2 is divided into: 

 Account Categories 
 Main Accounts 
 Allow Account Entry Users 

 

Account Categories 
AAC Account Categories enhances Dynamics GP Account Categories to provide Account Management 
for attached Accounts.  
 
AAC Account Categories contain account ranges, default account attributes and available segment values 
that default into new accounts and roll down changes to existing accounts. This is a departure from GP’s 
Account Categories which provide only basic grouping and must be manually attached to every full account 
number. New GP Account Categories are added to the end of the list, not in order of where they should be 
used as is the case with AAC.  
 
GP’s functionality has been so limited, many companies have made only rudimentary use of Account 
Categories and will therefore need to rework their Account Categories in order to take advantage of the 
new power in Account Categories. 
 
Account Categories is divided into: 

 How to begin 
 Creating Account Categories 
 Inserting new Account Categories 
 Rolling Changes Down to the Accounts 
 Deleting Account Categories 
 Inquiring on Account Categories 
 Printing 

 
 

How to begin 
 
AAC Account Categories provide the following functionality: 
 

Account Category Headings – Account Categories can be set up as Headings, used for 
creating broader groupings of Accounts, similar to that found on Financial Statements. 
 
Account Ranges – Account Ranges cannot overlap and must cover the entire Account 
numbering spectrum. New Accounts are assigned their Account Category based on the 
Account Range in which they fall.  
 
Account Setup Defaults – default Attributes are assigned (Posting Type, Typical Balance, 
Post In, Display in Lookups). New Accounts are assigned these Attributes when 
created. Although these Attributes act as defaults, compliance is expected and the 
visual legends will identify any accounts that do not have these default values. 
 
Segment Categories – Segment Categories determines what segment values are 
available for use by the Account Category. New Accounts are only able to use the 
segment vales active in their Account Category’s Segment Category. 

 
Segment Usage Visual Cues – visual indicators of the segments used by the Account 
Categories. Clicking a Segment’s Visual Cue displays the segment values Active for 
that Account Category (determined by its Segment Category). 
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Creating Account Categories 
 
Depending on the accuracy of existing Account Categories, it may be easier to insert new ones and delete 
the old using Remove Unallocated (it removes account categories not assigned an account range). 
 
1. Open Advanced Account Category Setup 

(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupFinancialAACAAC Account Category Setup) 
 

 
 
 
 
2. Assign Balance Sheet and Income Statement Account Ranges. These ranges determine account 

Posting Type (Balance Sheet or P&L) and cannot be overridden at the Account level. 
 

3. Create Account Categories 
 

To create Account Categories, see the following sections: 

 New Account Category Headings  – see ‘Creating Account Category Headings’ 
 New Account Categories  – see ‘Creating Account Categories’ 
 Inserting Account Categories or Headings  – see ‘Inserting Account Categories’ 

 
Account Ranges 
Account Ranges must be contiguous from the starting Balance Sheet and ending Income Statement 
range. Account Category Account Ranges cannot overlap; Account Category Headings can. 
 
You cannot leave the Account Category window until the Ranges are complete and without error in 
Ranges (gaps or overlaps) 

  

Indicates that the Range 
contains Main Accounts 
that are not active in all 
companies 

Indicates that User 
Access restrictions exist
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Creating Account Categories 
 

1. Enter an Account Category Description, Account Ranges, Dr/Cr defaults and Segment Category ID.  
 

2. Click the Category Description expansion to complete assigning default Attributes: 

 
‘Allow Account Entry Users’ 

AAC SETUP If ‘Enable User Account Access’ is enabled (AAC Setup)  
User-specific access to Account Categories can also be setup. 

 
 

3. Click ‘OK’ when done to close the ‘Account Category Settings Expansion’ 
 
4. Once completed, you may click ‘Remove Unallocated’. This will delete any Categories not assigned 

an Account Range it is useful if you have created new Categories vs editing old, existing ones, such 
as GP’s 48 default Account Categories. 

 
5. Once all Account Categories have been created AND you have re-verified that Account Ranges are 

contiguous and do not overlap, Click ‘OK’ 
 

You will receive a message: that changes must be rolled down to the Chart of Accounts, including re-
assignment of Accounts to new Account Categories if the Account Ranges were changed. 

 

 
 

6. Click ‘OK’ 
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7. The Account Category Roll Down Options window will open 
 

  
 

Checkboxes indicate whether the field should be rolled down (NOT the settings expected) 
 
 
8. Click ‘OK’  
 
 
 
Performance considerations 

 ‘Changes’ : AAC only rolls down the Account Categories that changed 

 ‘All’ : AAC rolls down the all Account Categories. Same as clicking ‘Roll Down’ 
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Creating Account Category Headings 
 

 
1. Category Headings are created by clicking the  icon on an existing or new Account Category 
2. Account Category Headings’ Account Ranges span (and overlap) the Account Categories they span. 

Headings are for informational purposes: 

 Headings are not assigned to Accounts 
 Headings are not assigned Segment Categories  
 Headings do provide default Attributes for new Categories falling within their Account Range.  
 There are 2 Heading levels 1 & 2. Detail Categories are blank 
 Headings allow effective COA report presentation (sample section shown above) 

 
 
 
 

Inserting Account Categories 
 
In order to insert a new Account Category, the Account Range of either the prior or preceding Account 
Category’s Account Range must be edited to allow the insertion of the new Account Category and its 
Account Range (Account Ranges cannot overlap…).  

 

1. Select the row where the new Account Category is to be:  

 

2. Account Categories can be inserted by selecting ‘Insert Row’ from the Edit menu: 

 

3. Enter the Account Category Description: 

 

4. Update the Account Category Account Ranges of the previous and new Account Category: 

 

5. Add a Segment Category: 

 

6. Done! 
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Rolling changes down to the Accounts 
 

Changes made to Account Categories are rolled down to main accounts and full account numbers. 
Roll down is initiated by editing, inserting or deleting Account Categories or clicking the ‘Roll Down’ 
button. 

 
1. Once changes are made to Account Category, clicking ‘Ok’ will initiate the Roll down dialog: 
 

 
2. The Account Category Roll Down Options window will open: 

 
  
Checkboxes indicate whether the field should be rolled down (NOT the settings expected) 

 
 
 
Performance considerations 
Rolling Down changes may take time, the larger the COA, the longer it will take. 

 Changes - AAC only rolls down the Account Categories that changed 

 All – AAC rolls down all Account Categories 
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Deleting Account Categories 
 
1. Open Advanced Account Category Setup 

(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupFinancialAACAAC Account Category Setup) 
 
2. Select the Account Category.  
 
3. Determine if the Account Category is attached to any Main Accounts or Full account numbers. With 

the Account Category selected, zoom into the ‘Account Range’ drill down window; this window will 
display any attached Main Accounts.  

 
To be Deleted, an Account Category cannot be attached to any Main or Full account numbers. Nor 
can it contain an Account Range (Account Ranges must be continuous…). 
 

4. Remove its Account Ranges by increasing the prior and/or preceding Category(s)’ Account Range. 
*** See Inserting Account Categories for approach 

 
5. Click ‘Delete Row’ from the Edit Menu. 
 
 

Inquiring on Account Categories 
 
 View compliance between the Category and its Main Accounts and the Segment Category. 
 

 - in compliance  - warning, differences  - error, differences  - Contra Account  - Account locked, no Roll Down   
 
 Click Status to drill down and review the Main Accounts with differences. 
 

Printing 
 
1. Account Category Reports can be printed directly from the Account Category Maintenance window by 

clicking the Print icon. Advanced Account Control provides several Management Reports from this 
location. 
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Main Account Maintenance 
AAC Category Setup allows GL Accounts to be managed at a high level; Main Account Maintenance 
provides another layer of more detailed control.  
 
The Main Account adds a new layer of control between Account Categories and the full account numbers. 
The Main Account accepts the defaults of the Account Category while also providing the ability to directly 
manage the full accounts at a greater level of detail, on an account by account basis. 
 
Main Account Maintenance is divided into: 

 How to begin 
 Creating Main Accounts 
 Changing Main Accounts 
 Inactivating a Main Account 
 Deleting a Main Account 
 Inquiring on Main Accounts 
 Printing  

 

How to begin 
The Segmented nature of the full account number has a GL Account used repeatedly in combination with 
its Segment value combinations.  
 
Main Account Maintenance allows the Chart of Accounts to be managed by GL Account; changes to the 
Main Account are rolled down to its full account numbers. 
 
The Main Account Description vs the Full Account Description.  
 
Without AAC, account description must be created for every full account number created. This is typically 
intended to be some combination of the GL Account description and the Segment value descriptions but 
often becomes inconsistent, with different short forms and acronyms, etc.  
 
With AAC, functionality is provided to automate the creation of the full account descriptions. The full 
account description is built by concatenating the Main Account’s description together with the Segment 
values’ descriptions. 
 
AAC SETUP If ‘Enable Full Account Description Building’ is enabled (AAC Setup)  
 

 
 
AND changes to either the Main Account OR Segment value descriptions are automatically updated in all 
full accounts that contain those values. 
 
AAC SETUP If ‘Updated by Segment Description Changes’ is enabled (AAC Setup)  
 
Account Categories. In building the Account Categories, it may be determined that its Account Ranges are 
too broad to manage the individual Attributes of all Accounts at such a high level. The Main Account 
therefore includes two new attributes: 
 

Contra Account - allows a Main Account’s Typical Balance to be opposite to its Account 
Category’s. i.e. Accumulated Depreciation within a ‘Fixed Asset’ Account Category. 
 
Allow Roll Down – can be unchecked to prevent Account Category roll down to the Main 
Account and its Full account numbers. 

 
Although the Main Account’s Attributes can be changed, AAC does expect compliance from lower to upper 
layers. Changes to the Main Account’s Attributes or Segment Category will be flagged as warnings in 
Status Legends and Exception reports. 
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Creating Main Accounts   
 
1. Open the Main Account Maintenance window. 

(CardsFinancialAACAAC Main Account Maintenance) 

 

 
 
2. Enter the new Main Account number.  
 

Refer to Account Category Setup to determine the correct numbering for the new Account. Select the 
relevant Account Category and click the Account Range zoom to view existing Accounts to determine 
exact placement. 

 
Building the Account Description  
 
3. Enter an Account Description. 
 
4. Enter a Segment description. The Segment description is the same description used in Segment 

Setup for other Segment values. (The Account Description defaults, but may need to be edited 
because it is 50 characters while the Segment description is 30 characters). 

 
 The main account description expansion mirrors the AAC Setup Account Description Setup, and 

allows settings specific for the Main Account. Otherwise the AAC Setup is the default. 
 
 
Check ‘Use Main Account…’ ONLY 
if you want to override the AAC 
Setup defaults for the selected 
main account. 
 
 
 
 
 

o ‘Use Main Account Segment Description’ – By default AAC uses the Main Account’s Segment 
Description when building the Full Account Descriptions (it is typically shorter) 

 
o ‘Use Main Account Account Description’ – uses the Main Account description, sometimes used 

for accounts such as Bank Accounts that typically require more description and often do not use 
other Segment values 

50 character max for Full account description 

 Use short descriptions 

 Use acronyms 
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User and Company Access restrictions  
 
   Expansion opens the Active in Company expansion. See Segment Setup’s 

‘Active In Company’ expansion for explanation on use. 
 

   Expansion opens the Main Account User Access restrictions window. See 
Account Category expansion for explanation on use. 

 
 
5. Review Account Maintenance fields. 

The following fields are defaulted, based on the Account Range the new Main Account falls within: 
 Account Category 
 Segment Category  

 Posting Type  
 Typical Balance 

 Level of Posting 
 Display in Lookups 

        
6. Review Main Account additional Attributes: 

 
Contra Account - Main Accounts marked as Contra Accounts are expected to have a Typical Balance 
opposite of their Account Category. For example, an Accumulated Depreciation Account within a Fixed 
Asset Account Category. 
 
Allow Roll-down – uncheck ‘Allow Roll-down’ to prevent the Account Category’s Account Attributes from 
rolling down to the Main Account. For example, an Account may have its ‘Level of Posting’ set to 
Summary whereas its Account Category is set to Detail. 
 
Currency – The Currency button opens the Select Main Account Currencies. This Window allows 
Currency to be assigned at the Main Account and changes are rolled down to the Full Accounts. 

 
7. Click ‘Save’. 

 On-The-Fly (most common, full accounts created when needed) – will close the window. 
The main account is ready to be used in the COA and full accounts can be created from 
Account Maintenance or AAC Lookup, according to the rules. 
 

 Rollout (to create all full accounts upfront) – will open AAC Mass Modify and allow the 
Main Account to be rolled out into all the permutations of full accounts, according to the 
rules 
 

 Copy (least common) – will open AAC Mass Modify and allow an existing Main Account 
to be copied to the newly created main account, creating the same full accounts, 
according to the rules 

 
 

 
Go To: Part 3. Chapter 2, AAC Mass Modify For details on Copy or Rollout. 
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Changing Main Accounts 
 

Changing a Main Account’s Attributes 
 
1. Open the Main Account Maintenance window. 

(CardsFinancialAACAAC Main Account Maintenance) 
 

2. Select the Main Account Number from the Lookup. 
 
3. Change any Attribute and click ‘Save’ to initiate the Roll Down Dialog.  
 

Changes to the Main Account are rolled down to its full account numbers. 
 
Clicking ‘No’ will leave the Main Account changed, but not its full account numbers. The main account 
visual Legend and/or Reports will display the discrepancy. 
 

 
Changing a Main Account’s Account Category 
 
1. Open the Main Account Maintenance window. 

(CardsFinancialAACAAC Main Account Maintenance) 
 

2. Select the Main Account Number from the Lookup. 
 
3. Change its Account Category.  
 

Exiting the Account Category field opens a Dialog asking if the Main Account should be updated with 
the new Account Category’s defaults. 
 
The new Account Category is rolled down to its full account numbers. 

Clicking ‘No’ will leave the Main Account changed, but not its full account numbers. The Main Account 
visual Legend and/or Reports will display the discrepancy. 
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Inactivating a Main Account 
 
1. Open the Main Account Maintenance window. 

(CardsFinancialAACAAC Main Account Maintenance) 
 

2. Select the Main Account Number from the Lookup. 
 
3. Check the Inactive Checkbox  and click ‘Save’ to initiate the Roll down dialog.  
 
4. AAC supports Dynamics GP’s ability to inactivate GL accounts with transaction activity. Attempting to 

inactivate a Main Account that has one or more Full account numbers with activity will receive a Dialog 
confirming that one or more full account numbers exist with Activity and whether to continue. 

 
Clicking ‘Yes’ has the change to the Main Account are rolled down to its full account numbers. 
 
Clicking ‘No’ will leave the Main Account changed, but not its full account numbers. The Main Account 
visual Legend and/or Reports will display the discrepancy. 
 

 
 
Deleting a Main Account 
 
To be Deleted, a Main Account cannot have any Full account numbers with transaction activity. 
 
1. Open the Main Account Maintenance window. 

(CardsFinancialAACAAC Main Account Maintenance) 
 
2. Select the Main Account Number from the Lookup.  
 
3. Click ‘Delete’. 
 
If there are posted transactions, the proper alternative is to un-check ‘Allow Transaction Entry’ on the Main 
Account and have this rolled down to the Full account numbers. 
 
 

R u le s  E n g in e
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Inquiring on Main Accounts 
 
The AAC Main Account window provides excellent Inquiry and Setup functions in which Main Accounts 
are used in combination with Segment values in Rules and Full account numbers.  
You can:  
 View compliance between the Main Account and its Full account numbers, the Main Account and its 

Category and the Main Account and its Category’s Segment Category. 
 

 - in compliance  - warning, differences  - error, differences  - Contra Account  - Account locked, no Roll Down   
 
 View the Main Account and the Segment values it uses in both Rules and Full account numbers. 
 View the Full account numbers existing with the Main Account and selected Segment value. 
 Begin to create the Rules for the combination of the Main Account and selected Segment value. 
 Begin to create the Full account numbers that support existing, but not used, Rules for the 

combination of the Main Account and selected Segment value. 
 
1. Open the AAC Main Account Maintenance window. 

(CardsFinancialAACAAC Main Account Maintenance) 

 

 
 
 
2. Select a Main Account. 
  
3. Select a ‘Used With’ Segment ID. 
 
4. Select a restriction, if desired. 
 
5. Double-click a Segment value: 

If E (Accounts Exist) = Y, then the AAC Account Listing window will open displaying the results. 
If E (Accounts Exist) = N and R (Rules) = N, then the AAC Rules window will open to create. 
If E (Accounts Exist) = N and R (Rules) = Y, then the AAC Mass Create window will open to create. 

 
 

Printing 
Main Account Reports can be printed directly from the Main Account Maintenance window by clicking the 
Print icon. AAC provides multiple Reports from this location; click and hold to select the desired Report 
from the drop down. 

E = combination exists in the Chart 
of Accounts 
 
Y=Yes 
N=No 
 
R =Combination exists in Rules 
A=Yes, Account-level Rule 
S=Yes. Segment Category Rule 
N=No 

Status Bar 
Indicates compliance between the Attributes of the:  
1. Main Account and its Full account numbers 
2. User or company restricted access 
3. Main Account and its Category 
4. Main Account and its Category’s Segment Category 

 

In Use Only = displays only 
combinations that exist in Full 
account numbers. 
 
Rules Exist Only = displays only 
combinations that exist in Rules. 
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The Full account number 
 
AAC can eliminate the requirement to create Full account numbers manually. Previous sections have 
identified how new Main Accounts and Segment values can be created and rolled out, or copied, into the 
Chart of Accounts, creating the resulting Full account numbers automatically, accurately and according to 
the Rules. 
 
However, an important concept and function with AAC is ‘on-the-fly’ or ‘on-demand’ Full account number 
creation. By allowing Main Accounts, Segment values and Rules to be created ahead of time, it is also 
possible to only create the Full account number when first needed, ‘on-the-fly’.  
 
The Full account number is accessible from: 

 Main Account Maintenance 
 ‘On-the-fly’ Full account numbers 
 Full account number Maintenance 

 

Full account number Maintenance 
 
The Full account number has largely been replaced from direct User interaction, but not removed. The 
User is still able to create Full account numbers directly. But, importantly, new Full account numbers must 
now conform to Account Control.  
 
Full account number creation is now managed and controlled.  

 Only existing Main Account and Segment values can be used.  
 Main Account and Segment values can only be combined if they are supported by Rules.  

 
The Main Account, Segment values and Rules must exist before they can be entered in Full Account 
Maintenance. No more mistakenly entering values, blanks, or other erroneous Account values. 
 
1. Open Account Maintenance 

(CardsFinancialAACAAC Full Account Maintenance) 
 

 
2. Only valid Account and Segment values can be used and only in valid combinations, according to 

the Rules. Segment value and combination warnings continue to be cycled through until the User 
enters a valid Full account number. 

 
Using ‘on-the-fly’ full account number creation or AAC Mass Modify is recommended! 
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From Main Account Maintenance 
 
1. Open Main Account Maintenance 

(CardsFinancialAACAAC Main Account Maintenance) 
 

2. Select a Main Account Number. 
 
3. Click ‘Full Account Listing’ to get a list of all the Full account numbers attached to the Main Account. 
 
4. Double-click on a Full account number to open it in Full Account Maintenance. 

 
 

 
Changes can be made to the individual Full account number. However, compliance with the Main 
Account’s Attributes and Rules is expected and differences are tracked in the Main Account visual 
Legends and Reports. 
The above picture shows the Account Maintenance window locked, requiring a Password to allow 
editing (see AAC Setup for explanation). 
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‘On-the-fly’ Full account numbers 
 

‘On-the-fly’ Full account number creation reflects the fact that Main Accounts, Segment values and 
Rules can be created in advance of the Full account numbers. This allows the ability to create the Full 
account number only when it is first needed. 

 
1. From AAC Account Lookup: 

 
Note in the following screenshot that 80000-910-000-000-00 has been entered by selecting the 
Segment values, but the full account number list is empty – this means that the Rules exist for this 
combination, but not the corresponding GL Account.  

 
 

2. To create the Full account number: click New Account. 
 If Create Accounts ‘On-the-Fly’ is checked in AAC Setup, the full account is created 

and the window refreshes with the account listed in the scrolling window 
  If Create Accounts ‘On-the-Fly’ is unchecked, the Account Maintenance window 

will open (assuming the User has access to it). 
 

 
The full account number inherits the Main Account’s Attributes. 
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Rules 
 
The Rules layer is the core of Advanced Account Control – it sits between the Financial Manager and the 
Full account numbers. Instead of managing the Full account number, the Financial Manager is now free to 
elevate the individual Segments to be the primary method of User interaction. They now identify valid 
Segment values and combinations and uses the Rules layer as the mechanism to not only record these 
Rules but also ‘roll out’ the resulting Full account numbers. 
 
Rules are divided into 2 Chapters in this manual: 
 Rules Overview 
 The Rules engine 
 The Creation engine 
 

Rules Overview 
 
The control offered by AAC is already significant, with the following being achieved: 
 

 Account Categories are determining Account Ranges and default Account Attributes. 
 Main Accounts are determining the Account Attributes of their full account numbers. 
 Segment values are created and activated, as appropriate. 
 Segment Categories are determining which Segment values are available to Account Categories 

and Main Accounts. 
 Changes are being rolled down. 
 Visual Legends and Reports are providing exception reporting. 

 
Up to this point, Segment Categories are determining what Segment values are active. From this point on, 
Rules can be used to determine the valid combinations of these Segment values. 
 

‘Segment Category Control’ Method 
 
Segment Categories create Full account numbers by matching attached Main Accounts with the Segment 
Category’s Active Segment values. 
 
The implications of this simple method is that every Segment value within a Segment Category will be 
created in combination with every other Segment value. It is simple to manage but can create many more 
full account numbers. 
 
Segment Category Control allows for Dept A and B and Region X and Y to be used with Sales Accounts. 
 

‘Rules Control’ Method 
 
Rules extend upon the ‘Segment Category Control’ method to also include managing valid Segment value 
combinations. These Rules specify what Segment values can be used in combination with other Segment 
values.  
 
With AAC Rules enabled in AAC Setup, Segments are first marked active in a Segment Category and then 
AAC Rules-Mass Create is used to determine which Segment values can be used together. 
 
Rules can extend this to specify that A can be used with X (but not with Y). 

Part 
Three 
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The Rules engine 
 
Rules manage the relationship between Main Accounts and Segment values and their combination. 
Segment Categories has provided the first level of Rules – they determine what Segment values can be 
used by Main Accounts and Account Categories. The Rules Engine extends this control to also include 
what Segment values can be used in combination together, in combination with Main Accounts and 
Account Categories - ie, Dept A with Region X may be valid in one Segment Category, but not in another. 
 
There are 2 types of Rules: 

 Segment Category Rules (most common & recommended) 
 Account Level Rules (least common) 

 
 
A Main Account uses either the Segment Category Rules or has its own Main Account Rules.  
Account Rules replace Segment Category Rules for the Main Account (and are uncommonly used).  
 
Creating a single Account level Rule tells AAC to use only Account Rules for that Main Account. This will 
immediately cause Account Lookup’s to only display the Segment values supported by the Account 
Rules for the Main Account. Full account numbers are not affected. 
 
 

Segment Category Rules (most common) 
 
Segment Category Rules provide Segment combination Rules by Segment Category for all the Main 
Accounts attached to it. Segment Category Rules determine what Segment values are Active and what 
Segment value combinations are valid. 
 

 New Main Accounts inherit their Account Category’s Segment Category Rules. 
 Changes to the Segment Category Rules affect all attached Main Accounts. 
 Segment Category Rules Exception Reports will identify those Main Accounts in contravention of 

their Segment Category’s Rules. 
 

Account Rules (least common) 
 
Account Rules are attached to Main Accounts. Account Rules determine what Segment values are Active 
and what Segment value combinations are valid. 
 

 New Main Accounts inherit their Account Category’s Segment Category Rules. 
 Segment Category Rules Exception Reports will identify those Main Accounts in contravention of 

their Segment Category’s Rules. 
 
Account Rules can be used if a Main Account needs Segment value combinations that are different from 
their Segment Category. 
 
  

Chapter 
One 
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AAC Rules-Mass Create (most common) 
 
1. Open Rules Mass Create Maintenance 

(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupFinancialAACAAC Rules - Mass Create) 
 
Rules Mass Create is for generating Rules only - it does not show existing Rule combinations. Existing 
Rules are unaffected, if repeated in Mass Create. 
 
Only Active Segment values are displayed. 

 
 
2. Enter a Segment Category ID. 
 
3. Select a From: and a To: Segment ID. 
 
4. Check one or more Segment values in the From: column and match it against Segment values in the 

To: column. This will create a Rule for each combination.  

 
5. Click ‘Create Rules’. 

 
6. Repeat steps 3. to 5. for each Segment, left to right: 

 Segment 2  Segment 3 
 Segment 2  Segment 4 
 Segment 2  Segment 5 
 Segment 3  Segment 4 
 etc 
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Rules Maintenance Inquiry & Setup 
 
1. Open Rules Maintenance 

(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupFinancialAACAAC Rules) 
 

 
 

 
Viewing Rules 
(CardsFinancialAACAAC Rules Inquiry) 
 
Click Refresh to view all Rules. 

 
To Restrict Rules: 
Select Display to view to ‘All Rules’ (Default); All ‘Segment Category Rules’. 
Additional Restriction Options are by: 

 Segment Category  
 From: Segment 
 From: Segment and a Segment value 
 To: Segment 
 To: Segment and a Segment value 
 Combinations of the above 

 
To Sort Rules: 
Select options from the Sort By Field or click on the Column Heading you wish to sort by. 

 Segment Category  
 Main Account 
 From: Segment 
 To: Segment 
 
 

  

Click headings 
to Sort By  

Enter Filters to 
restrict Rules  
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Rules - Copy 
 

AAC Rules - Copy can be used to move between Segment Category and Account Rules. 
 

1. Click the Copy button to open the Rules Copy Window.  
 
2. Select a Copy From: and a Copy To:. 
 

 
You can Copy between:  

Segment Category  -  Segment Category 
Segment Category  -  Main Account 
Main Account  -  Segment Category 
Main Account  -  Main Account 
Segment value  -  Segment value (most be in the same Segment)  

 
3. Click the Process button to create the Rules. 
 
4. On Rules Maintenance you may restrict the Window to view the new Rules. 
 

 
Editing Rules 
 
1. Open Rules Maintenance 

(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupFinancialAACAAC Rules) 
 
2. Restrict the Rules to the Segment Category, Main Account or Segment value. This will display existing 

Rules. 
 

3. Click in the row of the Rule you wish to Edit. 
 

4. Make changes as required. 
 

5. Tab off the Row to save change to the Rule. 
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Deleting Rules 
 

Always be careful – removing Rules affects the creation of new Accounts AND the ability to Lookup on 
existing Full account numbers. Lookups are Rules-based, if you remove a Rule for an existing Full account 
number, you will need to partially scroll through the displayed Full account numbers  
 
There are 2 methods for deleting Rules – delete a single Rule or a range of Rules. 
 
Deleting a Single Rule 
 
1. Open Rules Maintenance 

(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupFinancialAACAAC Rules) 
 
6. Restrict the Rules to the Segment Category, Main Account or Segment value. This will display existing 

Rules. 
 

7. Click in the row of the Rule you wish to Delete. 
 

8. Select ‘Delete Row’ from the Edit Menu. 
 
 
Deleting a Range of Rules 
 
1. Open Rules Maintenance 

(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupFinancialAACAAC Rules) 
 
1. Restrict the Rules Window until it displays the Rule(s) to be Deleted.  
 
2. To Delete  – click the Delete Rules to delete the selected Rules. 
 
All Rules displayed in the Scrolling Window will be deleted. 
  

 
  

 
 
Reports 
 
Rules Reports can be printed directly from the Rules window by clicking the Print icon.  
Refer to Part 5. Inquiry and Reporting for a listing of available reports. 
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AAC Mass Modify 
 
New Segment values 
New Main Accounts 
 

The AAC Mass Modify is designed to create the resulting Full account numbers. 
 
This Chapter is documented in 3 sections: 
 Main Accounts 

 Rolling out Main Accounts 
 Copying Main Accounts 

 Segment values 
 Rolling out  
 Copying  

 The Creation engine’s Advanced Mass Modify window 
 
  

Chapter 
Two 
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Main Accounts 
 
Rolling Out Main Accounts 

 
Continued from Part 2. Chapter 2, Creating Main Accounts 
To access directly: (CardsFinancialAACAAC Mass Modify) 
 

Main Accounts can be rolled out after creation since they inherit their Segment Category’s Rules. 
 
1. Enter any Account restrictions and/or Account Filter restrictions. A restriction may be useful if you want 

to roll the new Main Account out only to specific other Segment values. 

 
Account restriction fields – these are by Segment restrictions, not Full account number Ranges. Each 
Segment is evaluated individually, and then applied against Full account numbers. 
 
Account Filter - is a second segment restriction option. It is useful to fine tune restrictions. 

 
2. Click ‘Preview’ to view the resulting potential Full account numbers. A dialog box will open: 
 

It provides a count of potential Full account numbers using a simple calculation of multiplying the 
restricted list of Segment values together. It does not evaluate Rules to give an accurate count. 

 
A count is provided for Full account numbers that meet the Rules and restrictions: 
 

Accounts to be created: This lists the Account – Segment value combinations that are supported 
by the Rules and therefore can be created. 

Accounts with errors: This lists the Account - Segment value combinations that are not 
supported by the Rules and therefore can not be created.  

 
3. Click ‘Process’ to generate the Full account numbers OR return to the selection window and modify 

the restrictions to limit the Accounts. The Full account numbers are created using the Main Account’s 
settings (description, Attributes and Category). No additional work is necessary. 
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Copying Main Accounts 
 
Continued from Part 2. Chapter 2, Creating Main Accounts 
To access directly: (CardsFinancialAACAAC Mass Modify) 
 

1. Enter any Account restrictions and/or Account Filter restrictions. A restriction may be useful if you want 
to roll the new Main Account out only to specific other Segment values. 

 
2. Click ‘Preview’ to view the resulting potential Full account numbers.  

 
3. Click ‘Process’ to generate the Full account numbers.  The Full account numbers are created using 

the Main Account’s settings (description, attributes and Category). No additional work is necessary. 
 

 

Rolling Out Segment values 
 
Continued from Part 2. Chapter 1, Creating Segment values 
To access directly: (CardsFinancialAACAAC Mass Modify) 
 

Segments cannot be Rolled out until Rules are created for them. See Chapter 2, Creating Rules. 
 
1. Enter any Account restrictions and/or Account Filter restrictions. A restriction may be useful if you want 

to roll the new Segment value out only to specific other Segment values. 
 
2. Click ‘Preview’ to view the resulting potential Full account numbers. 
 
3. Click ‘Process’ to generate the Full account numbers.  The Full account numbers are created using 

the Main Account’s settings (description, attributes and Category). No additional work is necessary. 
 
 

Copying Segment values 
 
Continued from Part 2. Chapter 1, Creating Segment values 
To access directly: (CardsFinancialAACAAC Mass Modify) 
 

 
1. Enter any Account restrictions and/or Account Filter restrictions. A restriction may be useful if you want 

to roll the new Segment value out only to specific other Segment values. 
 
2. Click ‘Preview’ to view the resulting potential Full account numbers. 
 
3. Click ‘Process’ to generate the Full account numbers.  The Full account numbers are created using 

the Main Account’s settings (description, attributes and Category). No additional work is necessary. 
 
 

Inactivating, Deleting Segment values and Main Accounts 
 
Continued from Part 2. Segment values and Main Accounts 
To access directly: (CardsFinancialAACAAC Mass Modify) 
 

 
1. Enter any Account restrictions and/or Account Filter restrictions. A restriction may be useful if you want 

to inactivate or delete the Segment value or Main Account for only specific Segment values. 
 
2. Click ‘Preview’ to view the resulting potential Full account numbers. A dialog box will open: 

 
3. Click ‘Process’ to generate the Full account numbers.  The Full account numbers are created using 

the Main Account’s settings (description, attributes and Category). No additional work is necessary. 
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Account Lookup  
 
Account Selection vs Account Lookup 
 
Instead of simply ‘looking up’ on Full account numbers, AAC allows Users to ‘select’ individual Segment 
values, which restricts other Segments’ values to only those that can be used in valid combination. The 
Full account number is still the final result – a restricting list of Full account numbers is also provided - but 
is not directly interacted with until the final selection. 
 
The key difference is that with AAC Lookups, you need only know the individual Account and Segment 
values you are looking for, not the overall resulting Full account number. The result is that the User gets a 
powerful, fast method of selecting the correct Account. 
 
The Selection Engine is documented in 3 parts: 

 How to begin 
 Advanced Account Lookup’s 
 Creating ‘Only the Fly’ Full account numbers. 

 
 

How to Begin 
 
Rules are required to be setup for Advanced Account Lookup to function. 
 
AAC Account Lookup’s are based on Rules, not Full account numbers. The Rule-based Lookup’s is 
required in order to ensure the following benefits:  

 Segment value selections restrict other Segments’ values to only those that can be used in valid 
combination. 

 Optimized for performance. 
 Look-up’s support Wild Card searches of Account and Segment number and Descriptions. 

  
 

Part Four 
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Advanced Account Lookup’s 
 

Advanced Account Lookup is a powerful Alternate Lookup window to Dynamics GP. 
 
1. Lookups are by Account and Segment values. The scrolling list displays valid Segment values. 

 Click in any Segment field.  
 Select an Account or Segment value by double-clicking the value in the left Scrolling window.  
 The remaining Segments will have their values limited to those that can be used with Segment 

values already selected. 

 

  - to search for partial Segment values or Wild Cards. 

 - to switch between Segment values and Segment description searches. 

 - to clear the Account Category field. 
 

Search by Account Number 

1. Wild Card and Account Range lookups: 

 Partial values – enter and click  to search by partial value. 
 

 Wild Card Searches – enter ‘?’ i.e. in the above 5 character Account Number, entering ??4?? will 
display all Accounts with a ‘4’ as the third character. This works for all Segments. 

 
 Account Ranges – enter as the Account Number Range, values do not need to exist.  

i.e. enter as 40000-40199 to restrict the list to the range specified. This works for all Segments. 
 

Click  to initiate the search. 

 
Search by Description 

1. Wild Card description search click  then: 
 Contains - enter ‘*’ around the description to search descriptions that contain the text encased.  

i.e. enter *fees* to search for descriptions containing the word ‘fees’. 

Click  to initiate the search. 
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Inquiry and Reporting 
 
AAC allows Account Categories to roll their Attributes and other settings down to Main Accounts and from 
Main Accounts down to their Full account numbers. But it is possible to override some of these default 
Attributes and settings.  
 
AAC allows differences, but expects compliance. Part of managing the Chart of Accounts is being able to 
identify the status within these management layers. Visual graphic Legends are provided to give a visual 
status. 
 
This Part is separated into 2 sections: 

 Inquiry 
 Reporting 

 

Part Five 
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Inquiry 
Visual Legends 
 
  
 
 
 
Warnings – are for changes to Attributes such as Display in Lookups, Level of Posting. 
Errors – are for differences in Typical Balance. 
Locked Accounts - are still evaluated for compliance. 

 
Account Category Maintenance 
 
1. Open Advanced Account Category Maintenance 

(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupFinancialAACAAC Account Category Setup) 
 

2. Select an Account Category and click on the Account Range zoom to view attached Main Accounts. 
 
3. Review Status Column: 
 

 
 
4. To view the Main Accounts select the Account Category and then click the Status zoom. 

 
5. Expand the rows to 2 lines to view the error or warning explanation. 
 
6.  Double click the Account to open the Main Account and correct, if appropriate. 
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Main Account Maintenance 
 
1. Open Main Account Maintenance 

(CardsFinancialAAC AAC Main Account Maintenance) 
 
2. Click ‘Full Account Listing’ for a list of attached Full account numbers. Double click to open a Full 

account number in Full Account Maintenance. 
 

3. Review Status Legends: 

 
Status of Full account numbers with the Main Account. 
 
 
Where User Access or Active in company restrictions are in place 
Status of the Main Account with its Account Category. 
Status of the Main Account with its Segment Category. 

 
With these Legends, the status of the Full account numbers is provided for their Main Account; and 
the Main Account with its Account Category and Segment Category is provided 
 

4. To view the Full account numbers in contravention with their Main Account, click the Status Legend. 
  

5. Expand the rows to 2 lines to view the explanation. 
 

6. Double click the Full account number to open the Full account number Maintenance window and 
correct, if appropriate. 
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Reporting 
 

AAC provides Reports on the Dynamics GP Chart of Accounts, including Exception Reports to identify 
Main Accounts and Full account numbers in contravention. 
 

Account Category and Chart of Account Reports 
 

1. Open AAC Account Category Setup 
(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupFinancialAACAAC Account Category Setup) 

 

 

 
 

Account Reports 
 

1. Open AAC Main Account Maintenance 
(CardsFinancialAAC AAC Main Account Maintenance) 

 
Select a Main Account to restrict the Reports to the selected Main Account and its Full account numbers. 
Leave the Main Account blank to print the Reports for all Main Accounts and their Full account numbers. 
 

 

 
 
 

Segment value Report 
 

2. Open AAC Segment Setup 
(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupFinancialAACAAC Account Segment Setup) 

 
Select a Segment ID to restrict the Report to the selected Segment ID. 
Leave the Segment ID blank to print the Report for all Segment ID’s. 
 

 
 

Segment Category Report 
 

3. Open AAC Segment Category Setup 
(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupFinancialAACAAC Segment Category Setup) 

 
Select a Segment Category and Segment ID to restrict the Report to the selected. 
Select a Segment Category and leave the Segment ID blank to print the Report for all Segment ID’s. 
Leave the Segment Category blank to print the Report for all Segment Categories and Segment ID’s. 
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Maintenance 
 
AAC is installed into the DYNAMICS and COMPANY Databases and therefore conforms to Dynamics GP’s 
documentation on Maintenance 
 
This Part is separated into 2 sections: 

 Customizing AAC. 
 AAC Tables. 
 Backing & Restoring AAC. 
 Uninstalling AAC. 

 

Part Six 
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Customizing AAC 
 
Advanced Account Control is 100% dexterity developed. It is installed as a chunk file and becomes an 
Alternate Dictionary. As a result, AAC can be customized using:  
 

 Using Dexterity,  
 Modifier with VBA.  
 Report Writer. 

 
Refer to the appropriate GP manuals for additional information on these tools. 
 
 

AAC Data Tables 
 
AAC stores all its data in SQL Tables. For a detailed Listing of AAC Tables: 
 
1. Open Dynamics GP Resource Table Descriptions 

(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsResource DescriptionsTables) 
 

 
 

2. Click ‘…’ 
 

3. Select Product: Advanced Accounts. 
 

4. Select the Series: 
 System for System related Tables 
 Financial for Company related Tables 

 
 

Refer to the appropriate GP manuals for additional information on this Windows. 
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Backup and Restore of AAC 
 
All AAC data is stored in the DYNAMICS and COMPANY Databases. As a result,  standard Dynamics 
GP Backup backup/restore procedures will include all AAC data. 
 
It is good practice, as with all software and Modules, to make a backup prior to  1) installing new 
Modules, 2) making implementation changes and/or performing User Acceptance Testing. 

 
Backing up AAC 

 
All AAC data is stored in the DYNAMICS and COMPANY Databases. As a result, standard Dynamics GP 
Backup procedures will include all AAC data. 

 
Refer to the appropriate GP manuals for instructions on backing up Dynamics GP databases. 
 
 
 
Restoring AAC 

 
All AAC data is stored in the DYNAMICS and COMPANY Databases. As a result, standard Dynamics GP 
Restore procedures will include all AAC data. 

 
Refer to the appropriate GP manuals for instructions on restoring Dynamics GP databases. 
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Uninstalling AAC 
 
AAC is installed as a Chunk file and all AAC data is stored in the DYNAMICS and COMPANY 
Databases. 
 
Steps to uninstall AAC: 
 

1. Remove Security to the AAC Alternate Windows. 
(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupSystemAlternate/Modified Windows and Reports) 
 

2. Remove SQL Tables. 
(Microsoft Dynamics GPToolsSetupSystemAlternate/Modified Windows and Reports) 
 

 
 

3. Set Database: to DYNAMICS and Product: to Advanced Accounts. 
 

4. Check ‘Drop Table’ and ‘Drop Auto Procedure’. 
 

5. Click Process. 
 

6. Repeat Steps 3. To 5. For each COMPANY database. 
 

7. Remove AAC from the Dynamics.set File. 
 
Always backup the Dynamics.set file prior to making changes. 
 

1. Reduce the Product count by 1 (first line of the .set file). 
2. Delete the following rows: 

Product ID:4593 Advanced Accounts 
 
…/AAC.DIC 
…/FRMS4593.DIC 
…/RPTS4593.DIC 
 

8. Remove the AAC.dic file from the Dynamics GP workstation install. 
 

9. Repeat Step 7. and 8. on all workstations with AAC installed, including the Server install. 
 

 


